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Chapter 1 : Bride Sends Her Brother Out in a Wedding Dress for First Look: See the Pics
It all went about as well as you'd expect. "Susan" is causing quite the debate online after posting a bizarre Facebook
rant about her now-cancelled wedding. Yup, the couple called off the wedding.

A silver sixpence in her shoe. Many brides in the U. The "old" is supposed to represent the past, particularly
the bond between the bride and her family. The bride might choose to wear a piece of jewelry from one of her
elders, or another accessory given to her from an older relative. The "new" represents the couple getting
married and their future together. By borrowing something, the bride is continuing the link between herself
and her family to maintain loyalty and future comfort. Easy ways for the bride to incorporate the color blue
include wearing blue flowers in her hair or a blue garter. However, brides before the 19th century just wore the
best dress they owned. Bridal showers originated in Holland for brides who were refused dowry from their
fathers. Today, this is done merely to uphold tradition and superstition, but the idea stems from the early days
when marriages were arranged. In these cases, the bride and groom would meet each other for the first time at
their own wedding. The members of the bridal party are chosen to share the happiness with the couple getting
married. Including bridesmaids in the ceremony originated as a technique of confusing evil spirits as to who
the actual bride was. In order to steal the woman they chose to marry, men needed to pick the most capable
man to help him, hence "best man". Centuries ago, fathers actually did give their daughters away to their
future husbands, since females were property of their fathers. In the Roman era, a kiss was used to seal legal
bonds and contracts. A marriage, a type of lifelong contract between two people, is sealed with the ceremonial
kiss. Today, the wedding kiss is usually just used as a form of love. Sharing the first piece of wedding cake is
still a ritual in weddings, but it originated as a way to ensure fertility for the bride in her attempts to have
children. If she keeps a piece of the cake after the wedding, she supposedly ensures that he will remain
faithful. The superstition originated when guests would throw nuts and grains in the hope of bringing the
couple a good harvest and many children to help with the harvest. The one who catches the bouquet is
supposedly the next to be married. It is commonly believed that this man will be the next one to marry. These
stockings taken from her room would then be thrown at the groom. During this trip, which lasts anywhere
from a few days to a few weeks, the couple consummates their marriage. Weddings were only held on a night
where there was a full moon. They drank the honey wine for a month, thirty days, until the next full moon,
hence the name "honey moon". The act today symbolizes luck and the bride giving the groom her virginity.
The husband would pretend to force his new wife into giving in to him by carrying her over the threshold. In
the days when men captured their wives and actually did force women to marry them, she was also forced
over the threshold because she was unwilling. There are not many wedding traditions that are unique to the
United States because most are derived from other cultures. Most of these customs stem from Europe. It is
customary to give newlyweds gifts for their new home together at the wedding reception. To prevent duplicate
gifts and having to return gifts that are not liked, many couples "register" at department stores. Couples pick
out items they would like to receive as gifts, and their friends and family can choose to buy one of those items.
This symbolizes that the bride and groom are coming together and creating a new home. This religious
tradition comes from the Biblical wedding of Abraham and Sarah. Traditionally, the ketubah was written in
Aramaic, but today many Jews use Hebrew instead. Many couples frame their ketubah and display it in their
home. The rabbi reads this contract under the chupah after the ring exchange. These range from the
exchanging of garlands Jaimala , which represents the acknowledgement of acceptance and respect, to the
lighting of a sacred fire Havan , which represents the commitment the couple has to each other. The most
important traditions for Christian weddings are the blessing and exchange of wedding bands and the bride and
groom each offering his or her own wedding vows. Many couples opt to marry in the church of their faith, as it
is common for couples to share the same religion. Whether the couple is Catholic , Jewish , Hindu , or any
other religion, it is common practice to get married in the church of that faith. However, many couples today
do not share the same faith. These inter-faith couples can also have a traditional wedding ceremony. It is
common for traditional or formal weddings to follow certain norms. These common practices include designer
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dresses, groomsmen wearing tuxedos, elaborate invitations, beautiful flowers, limousine service, and fine
dining and live music at a reception that follows the ceremony. Destination weddings, or "wedding aways"
and "weddingmoons", allow the couple to completely design their wedding ceremony to fit the location. From
beach weddings to weddings in Las Vegas or New York City , many Americans are choosing to marry at a
location far from home. The options for destinations are limitless. From getting to spend an extended time
with family, to an easy transition to a honeymoon, destination weddings are very appealing. Additionally,
while destination weddings can be very expensive, they are on average less expensive than weddings at home.
A military wedding is considered a formal wedding and guests should dress formally. Often, the guests will
also be in the armed forces and will wear their uniforms as well. However, only active duty servicemen
participate, as they can only carry their sword or saber if they are active duty. The arch is usually formed at the
conclusion of the ceremony, and the head usher signals the formation by yelling "center face. Civilian ushers
may or may not stand at the arch, a decision usually made by the bride and groom.
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Chapter 2 : Wedding Expenses: The Traditional Division - The Emily Post Institute, Inc.
The bride, her bridesgroom and her squad: More photos from Linda Ejiofor and Ibrahim Suleiman's traditional wedding
Linda Ejiofor and Ibrahim Suleiman had their traditional wedding today and it was a lavish ceremony well attended by
their friends, colleagues, and fellow celebrities.

Elvis Ebuka about 4 days ago Beautiful couple.. But why the city?? I can feel the love even from the picture.
Anonymous about 4 days ago Bridegrooms, Ioooool,I feel it intentional so what we can comment Like this!
Na celebrity marriage, am feeling headache, argue with your Anonymous about 4 days ago the course returns
to your family Samuel Amos about 4 days ago Squad!! Charles Francis about 4 days ago Everything gorgeous.
Honestly women add to the glamor and beauty of wedding. Applause to all brides and intending brides. Anne
Olaoye about 4 days ago Very beautiful. Congratulations to both of them. Nana about 4 days ago
Congratulations dear Chioma about 4 days ago Mehnnn, they look superb Keye about 4 days ago Simple God
bless your home. Anonymous about 4 days ago Lovely couple Anonymous about 4 days ago Is this not her
boyfriend Damini in the soap Tinsel? Ejiro Ada Njoku about 4 days ago Beautiful Couple. May God bless
your Union. Anonymous about 4 days ago The guy looks igbo Neo about 4 days ago beautiful Linda. Amen
iamdapohigs about 4 days ago Lovely Odion Peace about 4 days ago Awww! Fine couple Annonymous about
4 days ago Congratulations Ralph Abayomi about 4 days ago Someone don marry my celebrity crush o Like
this! Grace about 3 days ago She did a simple wedding u idiot Bree about 4 days ago Is the guy not a
Muslim?? Hot chocolate about 3 days ago Beautiful couple. May God bless this marriage in Jesus name
Amen.
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Chapter 3 : Q&A: Mother of the Bride Dresses
A woman is angry that one of her bridesmaids bowed out of her wedding after she decided to hold it at plantation.; The
friend, who has been identified as J, sent a message to the bride explicitly.

Bridal Portrait Henna on the hands of a bride in Tunisia A wedding is typically a happy time for families to
celebrate. In the Muslim world , there are colorful, cultural variations from place to place. All Muslim
marriages have to be declared publicly and are never to be undertaken in secret. For many Muslims, it is the
ceremony that counts as the actual wedding alongside a confirmation of that wedding in a registry office
according to fiqh , in Islam a wedding is also viewed as a legal contract particularly in Islamic jurisprudences.
However, most Muslim cultures separate both the institutions of the mosque and marriage, no religious
official is necessary, but very often an Imam presides and performs the ceremony, he may deliver a short
sermon. In Islam, polygyny is allowed with certain religious restrictions, despite that an overwhelming
majority of Muslims traditionally practice monogamy. It is forbidden in Islam for parents or anyone else: It is
also necessary for all marriages commence with the best of intentions. Chinese cultures[ edit ] In traditional
Chinese wedding ceremonies, bride arrives in a jiao At traditional Chinese weddings , the tea ceremony is the
equivalent of an exchange of vows at a Western wedding ceremony. This ritual is still practiced widely among
rural Chinese; however, young people in larger cities, as well as in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Malaysia and
Singapore, tend to practice a combination of Western style of marriage together with the tea ceremony. When
the bride leaves her home with the groom to his house, a "Good Luck Woman" will hold a red umbrella over
her head, meaning, "Raise the bark, spread the leaves. Other relatives will scatter rice, red beans and green
beans in front of her. The red umbrella protects the bride from evil spirits, and the rice and beans are to attract
the attention of the gold chicken. A Good Luck Woman making the tea says auspicious phrases to bless the
newlyweds and their families. The newlyweds also present tea to each other, raising the tea cups high to show
respect before presenting the tea to each other. The attendants receiving the tea usually give the bride gifts
such as jewelry or a red envelope. The newlyweds kneel in front of their parents, serving tea to both sides of
parents, as well as elder close relatives. Parents give their words of blessing and gifts to the newlyweds.
Humanist weddings[ edit ] Many traditions and rituals have origins in religions and are still performed by
religious leaders. Those having a secular wedding often want to maintain the symbolic meaning of some
customs since they have become an essential part of the culture independent of religion. In order to satisfy
these needs, secular ceremonies have started to be carried out by humanist officiants worldwide. The demand
for humanist wedding has been growing since then and in HSS won a legal battle and their ceremonies are
now authorized by the Registrar General of Scotland. Humanist celebrants are able to perform valid civil
marriages and civil partnerships in the Republic of Ireland. Secular weddings are becoming more popular in
Ireland due to a declining influence of the Catholic Church. A civil wedding is a ceremony presided over by a
local civil authority , such as an elected or appointed judge, Justice of the peace or the mayor of a locality.
Civil wedding ceremonies may use references to God or a deity except in UK law where readings and music
are also restricted , but generally no references to a particular religion or denomination. They can be either
elaborate or simple. For the film, see Destination Wedding. Not to be confused with an elopement, a
destination wedding is one in which a wedding is hosted, often in a vacation-like setting, at a location to which
most of the invited guests must travel and often stay for several days. This could be a beach ceremony in the
tropics, a lavish event in a metropolitan resort, or a simple ceremony at the home of a geographically distant
friend or relative. During the recession of , destination weddings continued to see growth compared to
traditional weddings, as the typically smaller size results in lower costs. From onwards, there is an increase in
destination weddings that are hosted in exotic places like Indonesia, Maldives, India, and Pakistan. Double
wedding[ edit ] A double wedding is a double ceremony where two affianced couples rendezvous for two
simultaneous or consecutive weddings. Elopement[ edit ] Elopement is the act of getting married, often
unexpectedly, without inviting guests to the wedding. In some cases, a small group of family or friends may
be present, while in others, the engaged couple may marry without the consent or knowledge of parents or
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others. While the couple may or may not be widely known to be engaged prior to the elopement, the wedding
itself is generally a surprise to those who are later informed of its occurrence. Handfasting[ edit ] A
handfasting is an old Pagan custom, dating back to the time of the ancient Celts. A handfasting was originally
more like an engagement period, where two people would declare a binding union between themselves for a
year and a day. The original handfasting was a trial marriage. The bride may wear a sash or other tartan
clothing. The Scottish basket sword is used for any Saber Arch.
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Chapter 4 : The 85 Best Father Daughter Songs - Father & Bride | My Wedding Songs
A bride canceled her wedding four days before the event because her guests wouldn't contribute $1, each, according to
a series of screenshots from a "wedding shaming" Facebook group.

The wishes make the bride feel good and special and loved by the sender. The wedding wishes can be sent
through beautiful cards with wedding wishes and notes for the bride. Gifts along with the cards would make
the occasion much special and the wishes more memorable. One can also send the wedding wishes through the
text messages on mobile or social networking sites. Gifting the bride wedding gifts along with video clips with
wedding wishes and notes for the bride recordings are also good wedding gift ideas for the bride. Some of the
samples of wedding messages for the bride examples are as follows: Wedding Day Messages for Bride and
Groom The wedding wishes for the bride and the groom are sent for them together as a couple on their
wedding day. The wishes sent through cards also contain gifts for both the bride and the groom. The wishes
are sent to wish them for prosperous and happier days of married life. I wish Lord shower you both with all
happiness. There are many wedding cards available in card stores or one can also create a personalized card
for the bride and the groom as a couple and send it to them. Wedding card with wedding wishes can also be
sent separately for the bride and the groom. I wish you all the love and happiness for life. They are sent to
bring a smile on the face of the bride. The funny wedding wishes can be sent through cards or through text
messages with funny smiley. Sending the bride a funny video clip with the funny moments is also a good idea
for gifting the bride. Anyways, have a happy wedding. The wishes are sent through cards along with beautiful
notes for the bride. One can also send congratulation wishes through video clips for the bride along with gifts
for the bride. I wish you all the happiness and lovely moments in your married life now and forever as you tie
the nuptial knot. I wish you all the happiness and send you beautiful gifts. I hope you will love them and have
a happy married life. So that fatso finally nailed you and convinced you for a gala wedding. Congratulations
for your lovely marriage dear. Let Lord shower on your both bride and groom all the happiness in the world.
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Chapter 5 : Weddings in the United States - Wikipedia
We have rounded up over 50 stunning and beautiful photos of the bride on her wedding day captured by talent wedding
photographers showcased on our site. Imogen + helping hands Photo by Sam + Yaz - Imogen and Jeremy were married
in a french chateau, deep within the Loire Valley.

Every girl dreams of this day since childhood. She lives in the beautiful dream world planning how the
wedding would take place, what will she be wearing, how can the wedding invitation be made special and
what not. Not only did she plan out the entire wedding, but she also did something which no other woman ever
did before. And what she does astounds not only the guests in attendance but the entire internet as well. Read
in here to find out what did this bride plan specially for her wedding dayâ€¦ Save The Date Two different
individuals were all set to tie the knot. They were excited, nervous, happy and anxious. They were feeling all
sorts of emotions then. They were going to step into a new phase of their life and everything seemed so
different. However, amongst all the chaos they both were planning to do something special for their would-be
partners on their wedding day. What they plan for each other will leave you surprised. A typical female
probably has all the things shopped before her wedding day. Despite this, he was able to figure out something
that he would be gifting his to-be life partner. You will be amazed to see what he plans when it unwraps on
their wedding day. A Smart Bride As they say, women are way too excited about their wedding day. This
bride proves it again. Since the day her wedding was finalized she knew what she wants to present to her to-be
husband. Definitely, a beauty with brain. What she does leave the audience baffled. The Wedding Day Finally,
the day was there. The day the bride and groom had been looking forward to. The day when the gifts the
couple planned for their respective partners would be revealed. All the eyes were on the couple as they began
revealing their gifts. Everyone was startled at this act of the bride. When she began speaking, the audience
understood that she would be focusing on something more than her groom. It was something much bigger than
her wedding reception. But what, was now the question? Six Men Around Before starting to speak further, the
bride asked six well-built men to come and surround her husband. Everybody was clueless about the ongoings.
As the men crowded her husband, everyone around became curious about their identity. Was the bride gifting
her man, a group of bouncers and security person?. She continues further, leaving the spectators wonderingâ€¦.
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Chapter 6 : Wedding Messages for Bride, Best Wishes for Bride
Rather than giving her husband a token gift such as a watch or engraved hip flask, and her guests a small memento
such as a pin or packet of seeds that would get forgotten about in time, this bride decided to go for something that would
really outlast the length of the wedding day.

In the past, these gifts were usually something to help the couple with their new lives together. However, now
that more couples are moving in together before they get married, these gifts do not have to be house-related.
Gifts are a pretty big part of weddings, whether it is from the guests to the couple, or the couple to one
another. Diamond rings A lot of brides and grooms will also buy each other a gift to commemorate the special
day â€” apparently, a diamond engagement ring is not always enough. However, this bride decided to arrange
something far more unique and meaningful, the results of which have lasted much longer than just the
wedding day. Throwing tradition out Traditionally, speeches are the job of the groom, the best man, and the
father of the bride. After all, she is an equal part of the marriage so she should be able to make a speech if she
wants to! She called up six men, each one of them well-built, strong looking, and dressed smartly. Most of the
guests had no idea who these men were, although they were described as groomsmen, and brothers in a way,
to one another and the groom. They stood at the front of the room and surveyed the crowd, but the bride gave
nothing away as to what was going on. Surprise treasure hunt Without mentioning anything to do with the
men, she explained that she had arranged a small surprise gift for everyone but that it was down to the guests
to find them, hidden around the hall. The guests excitedly set about searching, looking in the bouquets, under
the centerpieces, even around the cake! Wedding favors Gifts for the guests are usually a small favor placed
on the table; they could be a candle, some sugared almonds or a fridge magnet â€” often with a picture of the
couple, the date of the nuptials or the name of each individual guest. These are a fun and thoughtful memento
for the guests to take home and remember the special day. These were the kind of trinkets that the guests
expected they were searching for. Mysterious envelopes Finally, a guest found the gift, a small envelope, and
shouted to the rest of the family and friends who were searching for the presents. They explained that they had
found a sealed envelope under their chair, and sure enough when everyone else looked underneath their chairs,
they too found sealed envelopes â€” one for every single guest. But what was inside?! When the bride gave
them permission to open them what they found inside puzzled them even more. They struggled to see the
relevance and after such a big build-up, they found themselves feeling a little underwhelmed. Many were
unsure of why they would have been given such a random offering from the bride. She explained that the
vouchers were not for the guests in attendance, and puzzled murmurs broke out across the room. Who were
they for, and why were they being given to the guests? The more things that were revealed about this surprise,
the less was becoming clear! The bride explained that the secret to the relevance of the gifts was in the six
strangers stood around her â€” in the excitement, they had almost been forgotten about! Who were the men?
The bride went on to explain that the vouchers were for someone that they all know, but also may not have
met yet. What was going on? A little bit of recognition rippled through the crowd, but still, they were puzzled
about why the bride had insisted on getting them up during her speech. No respect She went on to describe the
men â€” courageous, selfless, thoughtful, strong and kind. However, this was not always the way they were
treated. She explained the sacrifice that her husband and his team make every day â€” risking their lives,
leaving their families to report for duty, never really having time off like most of the guests are able to do. But
what did it mean? The policemen stood a little shyly, unused to such high praise and being the center of
attention. The rest of the audience were also feeling a little awkward, thinking about what the bride was saying
and asking themselves if they too were guilty of the lack of respect that she was describing. They were also,
rather understandably, still curious about the situation and wondering what the vouchers were about. What did
they have to do with the police officers? All was about to be revealed. Cliches Whether it is because of the
portrayal of policemen in films, or a cliche supported by animated show The Simpsons, there is a notion that
policemen love donuts and coffee. The bride decided to play on this stereotype, and gift each guest of the
wedding a voucher that would allow the person using it to get a fresh coffee and a donut. However, instead of
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using it themselves, she had a different idea for the vouchers! Pay it forward The bride encouraged the
gathered crowd to keep their vouchers and pass them on to the next police officer that they come across, to
show their respect and appreciation. It might only be a small amount of money but as a gesture of random
kindness, it would go a long way. It would make that police officer smile and feel as though they are respected
and appreciated. But it also meant so much more. So much love To the groom, this gesture meant so much
coming from his wife. He was so touched that she respected his career and fellow officers so much that she
would come up with such a thoughtful idea to spread this love, and make his brothers feel the same respect
too. He teared up as he thanked her for such a wonderful gift â€” the best thing he had ever been given. The
rest of his squad also hugged the bride to show how touched they were too. However, he gave her a promise to
continue serving the country as he had been doing for the past few years, with her love and support, and
provide her with equal love and support forever. They both know that the secret to a happy marriage is to
realize you are part of a team and spend your time lifting each other up. Going viral As with most things
today, this exchange was being recorded by one of the guests who then decided to upload it online. It was a
great way of spreading the message to those that were not at the wedding. However, little did they know just
how far it would spread! The video went viral and in just a short time the touching tribute exceeded , views,
and just kept climbing! Through the magic of the internet, this amazing concept was passed around the world.
Brave families The comments on the video were filled with support, from civilians, police officers, and their
families. For example, one comment was from the wife of a police officer, who explained how difficult it was
for her to look after their children alone when her husband was on long shifts. She also explained how she
always worried in case anything happened to him in the line of duty and he ended up not being able to come
home. A real fear for a lot of family members of officers. Spread the message The video inspired a lot of
others to do similar things and show their gratefulness to their local police officers. An idea that one bride had
to show her love for her husband and his workmates had begun to spread across the world, one view of the
video at a time. In a time when tensions are often deemed to be high between police forces and civilians,
positive acts like this are especially important. A real gift Rather than giving her husband a token gift such as a
watch or engraved hip flask, and her guests a small memento such as a pin or packet of seeds that would get
forgotten about in time, this bride decided to go for something that would really outlast the length of the
wedding day. The gift was a present for her husband, his workmates, their guests and thanks to the internet,
wider-reaching police forces and members of the public. Pass it on Hopefully, this story will have inspired
other people to do something similar. This bride and groom have shown that appreciating your partner is one
of the best gifts you can ever give each other.
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Chapter 7 : Meet the Philadelphia Bride Who Rode a Unicorn to Her Wedding
She lives in the beautiful dream world planning how the wedding would take place, what will she be wearing, how can
the wedding invitation be made special and what not. This is a story of a to-be bride who just like other women plans her
"the day".

Mother of the Bride: Before you go shopping for your mother of the bride dress ease your mind with these top
etiquette tips. Her choice is meant to subtly dictate what the mother of the groom will wear. However, this
approach can be a little old-fashioned, not to mention a little unrealistic. Just play it by ear, and try to be
flexible. Old-school wedding etiquette says "yes. That said, the mother of the groom might really appreciate -and even expect -- a heads up. You can either have your daughter subtly pass the details along, or, better yet,
give her a call youself. Try to sound as friendly and non-territorial as possible: Divorced family situations can
get sticky. We think black is classic, chic, and formal, and know that even red can be done with gorgeous good
taste. Before you start shopping, talk to the bride. She may be very sensitive to the color issue or completely
indifferent. If she expresses reservation, think about subdued-but-stately colors in the lavender, silver,
burgundy, and blue families. Some will swear by the "rule" that all the dresses must coordinate. And some
brides really love that matchy-matchy look. But there are countless alternatives. Maybe stay within one color
spectrum -- if the bridesmaids dresses are baby blue, for instance, the mother of the bride can wear navy. But
mixing and matching can be ultra-stylish, too. She may also have ideas about style, length, and formality.
Keep her guidelines in mind while shopping, but the dress you settle on should make you happy, too. How far
in advance should the Mother of the Bride purchase her dress? Start dress shopping as soon as possible. There
are many frill-free formal looks out there. Can a young-looking MOB wear a strapless ball gown -- is there
such a thing as looking too young or sexy? But if your daughter seems concerned about "Mommy" turning
heads, not acting her age, and otherwise upstaging her, let her be selfish.
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Chapter 8 : 17 Unique Gifts for the Bride from Her Mother | Emmaline Bride
In wedding lingo, an "off-site" wedding is one where the venue doesn't have a commercial kitchen and where you need
to bring everything in - think places like a park, beach or even an open.

We have rounded up over 50 stunning and beautiful photos of the bride on her wedding day captured by talent
wedding photographers showcased on our site. The morning of her wedding, Imogen and her bridesmaids
were very calm and quiet. When Imogen was getting dressed, the bridesmaids helped with all of the final
details. This image is of Imogen after she had put on her veil. Instinctively, her friends all reached in to help
her flip it back over her face, ready for her entrance down the long, sweeping staircase. Lynsey and her friends
had a great time getting ready and this beautiful relaxed vibe carried through the rest of the day. So much fun
and laughter with this bunch. Bridal prep is one of my favourite times of the day to capture, the details, the
excitement and a lot of opportunities t get close to the action. The excitement of bridal prep Photo by Sarah
Williams Photography â€” This is my gorgeous bride Gabby having her make up done for her wedding at
upwaltham Barns in Sussex. The barns have the most beautiful cottage for getting ready in and the light was
just perfect when I captured this moment. I do like my black and white photography too and I felt this image
worked perfectly for that. I shot this portrait to the bride that was so happy and excited. She was excited but
also a little emotional before the ceremony and this shot was taken of her while she composed herself before
she left for the ceremony. She took a moment to check how she looked in the mirror of the bridal suite before
heading down the stairs to the ceremony. The architecture, the light, the birde, the connection and a bit of
magic. The old versus the new, the architecture, a bit of luck with the weather and most importantly â€” the
beautiful bride! I think the back is very charming and sensual. The bride just decided to borrow the trombone
and just make some shapes! A fun and happy bride. Amidst the chaos of the everybody rushing around Abbie
took a few minutes to put on her wedding shoes for the first time. I love taking inspirations from great artist,
painters and photographers. I remember the tears started flowing shortly after from both of them. This
beautiful quiet moment was captured while the bride put on her earrings. There is a sense of calmness and
deep thoughts which I get from this photo which I love. I love the happiness oozing from her expression in
this and her veil is incredible. The Fix Photo by Duncan McCall Photography â€” There are two shots during
prep that give a chance to capture some interesting spray effects. Hairspray and make-up fixer. I usually
position my flash somewhere ready to be used when these happen and managed to capture Taryn getting her
make-up fixer applied in this shot. I love the spray highlighted and gives real impact to the shot. Fairytale
Photo by Fiona Walsh Photography â€” This venue made for such stunning grand scenes, Becca and I were
both so excited to use this hallway. After long way of planning, after a lot of thinking about all the details of
Wedding day, about so many choices, so many worries and so many discussions, there comes That Morning.
It comes with joy and happiness and lots of excitement. It is just that little second, which makes you think that
shoes can be so important. It is the last detail to put on, and it fills the whole picture of Bride to becoming
Wife! Creativity through objects Photo by Nick Rutter Photography â€” Lovely Emily, taken whilst she was
having her makeup done in Dorset on the coast. Charlotte taking a moment before the ceremony Photo by
Jacob and Pauline Photography and Film â€” I captured this beautiful moment just a few minutes before the
bride walked down the aisle. I love how calm and emotional this shot is. Bride Photo by Samantha Pennini â€”
Bride getting her make-up at the mirror. Before she meet the groom I took this picture. I burst out laughing!
We met early in the morning at St. We were really lucky to have the place to ourselves as the surrounding
streets were closed for a marathon. This photo has been taken at St Dunstan-in-the-East church in London.
Sam caught this moment of Jade literally stepping out into the world as a Mrs for the first time. The reflection
of the father was actually a candid moment and not staged. Wait a moment Photo by Jennifer Jane
Photography â€” This photo was taken in the corridor of the house where Ichha was getting ready. On her way
to meet Ollie for a first look the light was streaming through the windows and reflecting off the white walls. Ir
was just so beautiful I told her just to wait a moment whilst I grabbed a couple of quick photos of her. She
looked so beautiful and radiant. On September the 2nd, regardless of the changing of plans for the reception
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Martina had to face she and Walter had planned a relaxed, open air buffet on the meadows in the Castello of
Paderna, an amazing location in Emilia region, Italy she has been smiling and happy all the morning long,
during her getting ready. I took this pic while she was wearing her shoes: I usually adore the light that comes
from an open window, and also this kind of black and white photos. It was my first wedding in England and I
was very exciting. The bride and the groom was amazing! Kaleidoscope bride Photo by John Hope â€” This is
the beautiful Julia during bridal preps and a bit of creative playtime with reflections! A moment of calm Photo
by Sam Gibson â€” This is Aimee having a moment to herself as a bridesmaid does up her dress. I love this
natural unposed moment and the way the window is spotlighting Aimee. There was a flash behind her on the
bedside table. I took a couple of test shots to get the exposure right and then waited for the hairstylist to spray
her. I think her hairstyle really makes the image. I was rushing back to the bridal prep room and as I came up
the starts I saw this beautiful moment between the bride and her daughter. They had a great ceremony in the
small church, and were heading straight outside after walking down the aisle. It was very hot butI felt a special
atmosphere when I saw the bride close to the view. The sky was so blue! Amber nextar Photo by Nick
Brightman Photography â€” The first thing to say about this wedding, is that it was meant to have been an
outdoor ceremony, but the forecast was rain, and the heavens opened mid way through showing that it was the
right thing to do.
Chapter 9 : Prince Harry and Meghan Markleâ€™s royal wedding day: Best moments, pictures and talking
On the day of the wedding, the bride noticed that her husband was a bundle of nerves. The photographer, family friend
Nichole Cline, observed it too.
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